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Patrizia Wigan Designs Launch 2011 Timeless Lady's Clothing Range for the
Fabulous Over 40's

This new year will see the launch of a lady’sclothing range designed for the over 40's market
that combines both style and beauty placing it firmly over and above high street fashion.

(PRWebUK) January 5, 2011 -- Looking fabulous when you are over 40 has been made that little bit easier this
year thanks to Patrizia Wigan Designs. Whilst being a long time established London designer of boy's, girl's
and baby ‘must have’ formal and occasion wear Patricia Wigan Designs are now entering the Lady’s over 40’s
market. 2011 will see the launch of a lady’s clothing range that combines both style and beauty placing it firmly
over and above high street fashion.

‘Timeless style is the key to this market’ confirms creative director Josyane, by mixing French chic with British
style and durability her 2011 clothing range is set for success with a lady's clothing collection that is always
classic and full of style. With inspiration taken from the warmth of the British countryside and deep blues and
greys from the sea this collection is made timeless by its infectious ability to compliment classic and modern
accessories.

With high profile names like Halle Berry, Sarah Jessica Parker and Nicole Kidman now showing the younger
generation how it’s done there is no wonder why youth orientated clothing companies are now taking notice.

The great thing about the lady’s over 40’s clothing market is that clients really know what they want and what
looks good. What makes Patrizia Wigan Designs a cut above is the attention to detail each item of clothing
receives, each pleat, stitch and hem is tailored made to be both full of style and functionality. Looking
specifically at the Occasion Wear collection Patrizia Wigan Designs has really added so much flair and
sophistication into an affordable designer range. The attention to detail again is the key to their handmade
classic fitting products. Giving strength and sustainability to a garment is also a major part of success in this
market as clientele want clothing that both looks great and stands the test of time.

With a team passionate about style, quality and value Patricia Wigan Designs has an ethical approach to its
manufacturing that is rare in this day and age. Keeping manufacturing close to home guarantees Josyane’s high
standards are always met and clients are always assured of a quality finish time and time again.

Josyane welcomes the opportunity to discuss her clothing range with clients and how her exclusive product
range can help boost ladies wardrobe collections this winter.
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Contact Information
Josyane Ansell
Patrizia Wigan Designs
http://www.patriziawigan.com
+44 (0) 20 3051 7933

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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